
Product Details:
Model name: Wet to dry high quality professional hair flat iron F308D
Plate size: 95mm * 45mm
Shell material: PET injection
Overheating control: PTC heater anti overheating
Auto shut-off: 60 minutes auto shut -off
Logo: Customized
Technical label: Silk screen printing
Wire label: Customized
Usage: wet hair styling iron, salon usage
Carton: 20-25pcs /CTN
MOQ: 1-100,000pcs
Delivery: 7-30 days

 
 
The catalogue product:
Wet-dry hair flat iron is not only straightening hair, but also can be used for dryer to blow your hair very very
quickly. This is a particularly and very different hair iron tools.

More information about the wet to dry hair straightener F308D:
FBT is a professional hair styling iron manufacturer, wet-dry hair flat iron is one of our unique tool for wet hair
straightening and dry hair at the same time, it's a professional home use iron and salon use iron to save your
time.



Wet to dry heated hair flat iron with different plate:
Wide plate wet to dry hair flat iron is for thick hair, and styling very quickly, narrow plate wet to dry hair flat
iron is more for thin hair. The plate is made of titanium plate, which is anti-corrosion, scratch-resistant and
heat conduction very fast.

 
 
Unique magnetic box design only for your products and your brand:
We designed the magnetic box and print your private logo on it, with UV spot or gold stam or silver stamp logo
effect. If you have any unique design about the magnetic box, just send to me, we will work it out accordingly
with our best quality and technology.



Marketing selling points of wet to dry hair flat iron F308D:
* Straightening wet hair to dry
* 45mm wide plate for thick hair and styling very fast
* Titanium plate is very hard material is also used in gun-barrel
* PTC heater safety overheating control
* Professional 5 light digital temperature readout



Package and delivery information:

Package information

* Gift box package
* Size of GB: 36 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 25pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 50.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W.: 20.0KGS
* N.W.: 12.5.0KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21,000pcs

Express:  Small quantity by DHL, FEDEX, UPS, TNT etc, large quantity by sea

How to use it:
Be different from our other regular hair flat iron, this product can dry wet hair and straightening
hair at the same time, so this unique product is much more vonvenience replace the dryer.
First of all, we need to wash our hair, and brush it smooth. Most of home user prefer to use it after
shower.
Second step: section off your hair with clips, and leave a small section for hair dry.
Third step, work in a small section, using wet to dry hair flat iron clip your hair from roots to tips.
Fourth step, make your way down from roots to tips slowly, and then repeat the action several times
until your hair straight and dry enough.

You may interested in:
240C keratin infused board plate flat iron for salon use EMS-7119, this is a professional wide plate
hair flat iron with 240C stabilized working temperature during the styling, with high quality ceramic
tourmaline powder plate for keratin treatment and makes the health and natural hair.



http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/240C-keratin-infused-board-plate-flat-iron-for-salon-use-EMS-7119.html#.WAityuyECP0

